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	[image: Car Air Purifier / Freshener / Ionizer / Oxygen Bar]	Car Air Purifier / Freshener / Ionizer / Oxygen Bar


	

	
This product produces ozone and anion which can rapidly eliminate the car inside soot, peculiar smell, and have force sterilization, purification air, make your car air as fresh as bathes in the forest.
Ozone can dispels mildew smell, smoke smell, formaldehyde, benzene and poisonous gas discharged from automobiles.
The anion is called "in the air of Vitamin", is beneficial to the health of human beings. Has the best medicine function, and can effectively reduces the cough, sneezes, asthma's incidence of a disease.

Features:

	Simply pug into any automobile’s 12 volts cigar lighter.
	The gentle built-in light feature creates a romantic atmosphere.
	It is light in weight, mini in size, portable.


Product Details:

	Input: +12 V
	Power: 0.8 W
	Ozone capacity: 3 mg/h
	Ozone density: < 0.02 ppm
	Anion density: >= 60 million/cm3
	Weight: 52 g
	Size: 8.5 x 2 x 2 cm


Pack including:

	1 × Car Air Purifier Oxygen Bar
	1 × Small Bottles of Perfume (optional)
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	[image: Car / Bike / Bicycle Tyre Wheel Spoke Valve LED Neon Light]	Car / Bike / Bicycle Tyre Wheel Spoke Valve LED Neon Light


	

	
Bicycle and car 1 pair (2 pcs) tyre wheel valve LED neon light in 4 colors (blue, green, yellow, pink). If you want to add that personal touch to your Car, Bike - lighting is one of the best ways.

Features:

	Devised ingenious design, easy to use.
	Suitable for bike, motorcycle, electrombile and car.
	Colorful light show, very energy saving! Will be off when the vehicle stops, on when it runs, and flash when you're driving at night.
	Protecting the air faucet from blocking and flooding water.


Specifications:

	Material: Stainless steel
	Color: blue, green, yellow, pink
	Battery: 3 x 1,5 V AG10 (included)
	Dimensions (mm): 63 x 18 x 9
	Weight: 22 g / pc
	Fit for British mouth, United States mouth, France mouth need to add converter!
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	[image: Mini Realtime GPS Tracker with GSM/GPRS (TK102)]	Mini Realtime GPS Tracker with GSM/GPRS (TK102)


	

	

This mini GPS tracker enables you to get target's latitude and longitude by SMS or GPRS (https://orange.gps-trace.com/, https://www.gpstrackerxy.com/, https://id.wialon.net/), and check position by Google map. This brilliant device owns lots of competitive features as follows:

	No monthly fee
	Support non-server based location
	Location memorization
	Auto Report position
	Authorize/delete the tracking phone number
	Covert alert & voice surveillance
	Geofence: alert in case of breaching the predefined district
	Movement alert: alert in case of movement
	Speed alert: alert in case of excess of the predefined speed
	Power alert
	You can get target's latitude and longitude by SMS or GPRS, and check position by Google map or online on other web sites
	Send the last location if it enters into the blind area
	Add or change Username and Password
	Monitoring and SOS feature
	Anti-theft of the vehicle / automobiles / heavy equipment etc.
	Protection of the child / elderly / disabled / pet etc.
	Provide peace-of-mind for businessman
	Personnel management
	Covert criminal tracking.


[image: Mini Realtime GPS Tracker with GSM/GPRS]

Technical specifications:

	Network: GSM / GPRS, GPS
	Band: 850 / 900 / 1800 / 1900 MHz
	Unlocked: means any operator SIM card to use
	GPS Chip: SIRF3 Chipset
	GPS sensitivity: -159 dBm
	GPS accuracy: 5 m
	GPS start:
	Cold: 45 s
	Warm: 35 s
	Hot: 1 s



	Battery: Chargeable, changeable, 3.7 V, 800 mAh Li-ion; can be used the stronger Nokia BL-5B type
	Standby: 48 hours
	Storage Temp: -40 - 85 C°
	Operation Temp: -20 - 55 C°
	Humidity: 5 - 95 % (non-condensing)
	Dimension: 64 x 46 x 17 mm (1.8 x 2.5 x 0.65 inch)
	Weight: 50 g


Package included:

	1 × mini GPS tracker (TK102)
	1 × battery charger
	2 × battery
	1 × Nokia BL-5B (optional)
	1 × waterproof plastic bag support thought pet collar
	1 × extra battery cover with Magnet
	1 × AC wall charger
	1 × car charger (optional)
	1 × hard-wired car charger (optional)
	1 × CD for GPS Tracking Application
	1 × user manual
	1 × downloadable user manual (or other manual)
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	[image: Universal Motorcycle License Plate Flipper]	Universal Motorcycle License Plate Flipper


	

	
Back flip for motorcycle. Electric motorized license plate hide flipper gadget, like ones used in James Bond movies. Install this easy to use retractable license plate gadget and easily hide [image: Universal Motorcycle License Plate Flipper]your license plate at motorcycle meets, shows, events, photoshoots and more. This device is great for use at shows and track events. [image: Universal Motorcycle License Plate Flipper]Fits any motorcycle, scooter or ATV with any size (US, CA, UK, EU, RU, GR, AU, ...) license plate.
It is 100% automatic/electric, flip a switch. Installs in no time with just a screwdriver. Comes with everything you need.
Specifications:

	switch controlled, switch case can be mounted on handlebar
	LED indicator shows the position of the plate
	power: 12 V & 36 W (powered by your bikes battery)
	materials: hi-strength plastic with black carbon foil and some steel parts
	waterproof and weatherproof
	tested up to 200 km/h, working even at speed over 200 km/h[image: Universal Motorcycle License Plate Flipper Dimensions]
	secure splints
	winker mount plates
	flip angle: 90° degrees
	plate is retained in the end positions (shown and hidden) from spring and 2 strong magnets with adjustable retained force
	adjustable mounting angle
	five mounting options in one product for sport, tour, enduro, cruiser and choppers
	mounting plate with many holes and slots for universal fitment


See picture with dimensions to be sure that bracket can be mount on your motorcycle. Modifications may be required (mounting holes drilling or additional auxiliary details).
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	[image: 7" (480 x 234) GPS PNA with Bluetooth, FM transmitter, AV input for rear view camera, music/video player, photo viewer, eBook reader, iGO, 2 GB SD]	7" (480 x 234) GPS PNA with Bluetooth, FM transmitter, AV input for rear view camera, music/video player, photo viewer, eBook reader, iGO, 2 GB SD


	

	
Features:

	Samsung S3C2440A-40 400MHz processor
	SiRF Star III 20 channels GPS receiver
	64 MB SDRAM & 128 MB Flash ROM
	7" TFT sensitive LCD touchscreen display, 480 x 234 pixels (WQVGA), 65k colors
	Bluetooth
	FM transmitter
	AV input for rear view camera
	Mini USB PC connection
	with SD/MMC card expandable
	Built-in speaker: 1 W / 8 ohm
	MP3/AVI/DivX/JPEG playing, formats:


	Audio: MID, MP3, WAV
	Video: ASF, AVI, MP4, WMV
	Photo: JPG, GIF, BMP, PNG
	eBook: TXT



	Microsoft WindowsCE 4.2 operating system
	Menu: English, Deutsch, Francais, Espanol, Italiano, Hungarian...
	1100 mAh Li-Ion battery
	Measurement (mm): 209 x 110 x 25.5
	Weights (g): 510


Package contents:

	7" GPS Car Navigation
	Car holder
	Network charger
	Car charger
	USB cable
	Stereo earphones
	AV video cable
	2 GB SD card with iGO navigation software and full EU/USA/Asia/Africa/Australia maps
	Users Manual
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	[image: 7" (HD: 800 x 480) GPS PNA with Bluetooth, FM transmitter, AV input for rear view camera, music/video player, photo viewer, eBook reader, iGO, 4 GB]	7" (HD: 800 x 480) GPS PNA with Bluetooth, FM transmitter, AV input for rear view camera, music/video player, photo viewer, eBook reader, iGO, 4 GB


	

	
7'' HD LCD screen GPS and multimedia unit with touchscreen interface.

Features:

	Samsung S3C2443X-40 400MHz processor
	64 MB SDRAM & 128 MB Flash ROM
	7" TFT sensitive LCD touchscreen display, 800 x 480 pixels (WVGA), 65k colors
	3D type GUI Interface
	SiRF Star III 20 channels GPS receiver


	Frequency: 1.575 GHZ
	C/A code: 1.023 MHZ chip rate
	Signal channels: 20 Channels
	Sensitivity: -159 dBm
	Data upgrading Rate: 1 HZ
	Signal missing Time: 0.1 m/s in average
	Precision of Locating: less than 10 m - 2D RMS (with WAAS: 5 m)
	Hot/Warm/Cold start: <= 2 sec / <= 38 sec / <= 45 sec
	Maximum altitude position: 18000 m
	Maximum speed Rate: 515 m/s
	Built-in power porcelain antenna
	External antenna port: MMCX
	Current of the outside antenna: 15 ma



	Built-in Bluetooth BC03 module


	Pair with phone - then use touchscreen interface
	Dial call
	Answer call
	Volume control
	Touchscreen keypad



	FM transmitter
	AV input for rear view camera
	Frontside mini-USB port is a great way to hook up your portable media devices with this unit
	Active sync with your PC/Laptop
	with SD/MMC card expandable (up to 16 GB)
	Built-in speaker: 2 W
	MP3/AVI/DivX/JPEG playing, formats:


	Audio: MID, MP3, WAV
	Video: ASF, AVI, MP4, WMV
	Photo: JPG, GIF, BMP, PNG
	eBook: TXT



	Microsoft WindowsCE 5.0 operating system (compatible with all major GPS software packages - however hardware specific software such as Garmin may not run on this unit)
	OSD Menu Languages: English, German, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese, Polish, Turkish, Italian, Hungarian, Czech, Danish, Norwegian, Finish, Greek, Romanian, Eesti, Latviesu, Lietuviu
	Built-in 1500 mAh rechargeable Li-Ion battery: up to 3 hours active, 600 hours sleep mode
	Dimensions (mm): 195 x 120 x 18
	Weights (g): 480


Package contents:

	7" High Definition GPS device
	Car holder: Mounting bracket + Mounting bracket plate
	Network charger (100 - 250 V, 50/60 Hz)
	Car charger (12 V / 1.5 A)
	USB extension cable
	Stereo earphones
	AV video cable (3.5 mm jack)
	4 GB SD card with iGO navigation software and full EU/USA/Asia/Africa/Australia maps
	Users Manual (English)
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	[image: Super HD Car Camera Dashcam DVR with GPS logger (1296p, H.264, 5 MP CMOS, Ambarella A7LA70 chipset, HDR, 2.7" 16:9 TFT LCD, 170° ultra-wide angle, Night Vision, GPS track, G-Sensor + Parking Monitoring)]	Super HD Car Camera Dashcam DVR with GPS logger (1296p, H.264, 5 MP CMOS, Ambarella A7LA70 chipset, HDR, 2.7" 16:9 TFT LCD, 170° ultra-wide angle, Night Vision, GPS track, G-Sensor + Parking Monitoring)


	

	
Do you want to record the beautiful scenery by the road when you are driving? Do you want to drive more safe? A good idea is coming! Here is a newest GS90C 2.7 inch LCD 1296P Super HD Car DVR Ambarella A7LA70 Chip Video Recorder with HDR, Motion Detection, G-sensor, which helps to make your dream come true. With Super HD 1269P and 170 degree wide-angle, this traffic recorder can clearly record beautiful sceneries or road condition, no matter day and night.

This 1296p (more than 1080P aka Full) Super HD superior night vision car camera (dashcam) with extrenal GPS module for the excellent opportunity of GPS signal reception and 170° wide view angle captures 2304 × 1296 (Super HD) / 30 fps high definition resolution video and displays it on its 2.7" high resolution color TFT LCD screen. The video is saved in the uSD memory card. Supports recycled recording. With the camera holder / mount, you can fix it on the car dashboard or car windshield very easily. The high quality video and audio can be timely and strong evidence to address accident and distinguish responsibility. As long as the vehicle fix with it, you can easily record moving track on your way. Moreover, it can take all kinds of traffic accidents as evidence of the exercise.

Useful companion on the road. By a possible accident or incident fix everything, and it can be shown to him, who was thanks to blame for that situation. User-friendly interface, simple operation. Small size is hardly noticeable and does not distract you while driving either.

Advanced video compression technology (H.264 MP4 format), hit the record store card (expandable up to 64 GB). The recorded video is stored in uSD card to card capacity, but when the memory is full, the camera's software overwrite the oldest video content.

The camera can record video and audio. Choice to record only images, sound, or both.

This security camera with motion detection (G-Sensor) and automatic departing (from ignition or power on) sensor the date and time record continuous video with date and timestamp. The startup time can be set up again. The maximum length of a recording depends on the memory card and your choice of image quality. If required (at a possible accident), then can be used recording as evidence, thus making it more relaxed drive us. Supported parking mode, when in parking mode, the DVR will be in off mode and only when it detect scratch, it start and record automatically. It will off automatic if no movement to save battery.

Depending on the setting of the recorded video captures the speed and current date / time (the latter will need to configure it to us), or you can set the order for us and were also able to record video. This feature can be turned off completely, and then the speed / height / position information will only be stored in the GPS log file.

Installed in our car driving record every moment and any event on the road. Accident or even a car damaging evidence to be conclusive footage! In case of irregularity can be viewed on the specific event. Recommended tool for those who are always on the move, in order to clarify the traffic situations. The camera allows you to save your memories in Super HD, share your experiences, preceded by the debate! Whether you are in an accident, even when the evidence may be damaging our car shots binding!

Description:

	Main Functions: Video and Audio Recording, Motion Detection Auto-Recording, Loop Video Recording, Photo-Taking, etc
	2.7 inch high resolution LCD, can view while recording
	Superior Night Vision
	Records automatically after the car's power up, turn on and recording automatically when car starts
	Turn on and recording automatically when car starts
	Automatically turn on/off function
	Supports Real Time & Date display on video (timestamp)
	Time & date display changed, there is no need to reset when re-starts
	Quick Snap, Quick Video Recording, Quick Review
	Continuous shot function
	Screen shots function, to capture video picture under recording and reviewing
	Watching video simultaneous while driving, supporting on-spot play back
	Setting video recording time, it will stop recording automatically when time is up
	Cycled recording and repeat storage by section; loop video recording, that is deleting old files and then recording new ones automatically
	Automatic circulating recording, it’s able to set the record time for each file
	Seamless loop recording without gaps between videos
	Loop recording with seamless, does not leak second
	Seamless continuous recording, it will not miss any data
	Motion detection function: the DVR Will be recording if there is any object movement and stop recording if no movement, save memory space for you
	Support external GPS module, to record speed of motor vehicle, to record wheel path and running track of motor vehicle
	GPS logging module, with Player Software, information of location, speed and route, can be displayed on Google Maps
	High speed recording
	A key to lock function, protect videos being recorded by pressing Emergency button
	G-Sensor to keep the record of sensor data at emergency cannot be cover
	G-sensor function protects videos captured during accidents
	SOS button
	Supported parking mode for parking incident
	LDWS (Lane Departure Warning System) & FCWS (Forward Collision Warning System) Support
	Powerful document protection function, the video will be saved intactly even though there are power outages or machine damage occurred under recording
	Applied auto cigarette power supply, can recording while driving
	Can charge and transmission through USB
	Support HDMI full HD video transmission
	Support TV out
	Equipped with special suction cup sucker, easy to fix and use


Specifications:

	Image Sensor: 5 MP, 1/2.5" OV4689 color CMOS Image Sensor
	Video chipset: Ambarella A7LA70
	Screen: 2.7" 16:9 TFT Colorful LCD with 960 × 480 high resolution
	Lens: aperture range F1.8, focal length f=2.8 mm
	[image: GS90C Super HD Car Camera (DVR) with GPS logger]170° ultra wide viewing angle lens
	HDR (High Dynamic Range) function, which better than WDR, make night brighter, reduce overexposure, then make exposure balance
	Exposure compensation: 0 / ±0.3 / ±0.7 / ±1.0 / ±1.3 / ±1.7 / ±2.0
	White balance modes: Auto / Cloudy / Sunny / Incandescent
	Built-in microphone and speaker
	Emergency G-Sensor Reaction Function, when meet emergency, it will auto save the current video clips compulsively
	Seamless looping video recording, automatically overwrite oldest file when the uSD card is full, it will cover the former video clips, user can set the time for every video clips
	Loop-cycle recording: Off / 1 / 3 / 5 min
	Support auto power on and start to record when ignition start-up
	Auto-Power Off: Off / 1 / 3 / 5 min
	Delay Shutdown: Off / 15 / 30 / 60 sec
	Timestamp (time & date display), user do not need to reset when restarting up
	Speed and license plate sticker
	Support Motion detection function
	Supported parking mode (Parking monitoring) for parking incident
	Support Seamless video recording
	Support Scene Playback
	Anti shake function
	Video Format: MP4, advanced H.264 video compression technology, resolution:
	2304 × 1296 (Super HD) / 30 fps
	2560 × 1080 (WFHD) / 30 fps
	1920 × 1080 (Full HD) / 60 fps
	HDR 1920 × 1080 (Full HD) / 30 fps
	1920 × 1080 (Full HD) / 30 fps (~ 71 MB/min)
	1280 × 720 / 60 fps (~ 24 MB/min)
	1280 × 720 / 30 fps



	Still Image Storage Format: JPEG, max 16 MP resolution:

	16 MP (5312 × 2988)
	13 MP (4800 × 2700)
	9 MP (4000 × 2250)
	4 MP (2688 × 1512)



	Recording medium: uSD Card (up to 64 GB)
	Interface:
	mini USB 2.0 data link (and charging)
	TV signal output:
	mini HDMI (max 1080p) - High definition TV terminal interface
	AV (CVBS) composite (PAL / NTSC 50 / 60 Hz)






	Battery: Built-in Polymer Li-ion battery (3.7 V / 180 mAh)
	Power: DC 5 V / 1.5 A
	Car charger input: 12 ~ 24 V
	Color: black
	Dimension: 86 × 52 × 38 (with optics) mm
	Weight: 73 g


Package Includes:

	1 × Super HD (1296p) DVR with 2.7" TFT LCD
	1 × External GPS module
	1 × Car Mount Bracket
	1 × Car Charger (about 290 cm length)
	1 × USB Cable (about 75 cm length)
	1 × User Manual
	1 × CD with GPS Logger software
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	[image: 4.3" Car Rearview Mirror GPS with wireless Camera and Laser/Radar Detector, DVR, Bluetooth]	4.3" Car Rearview Mirror GPS with wireless Camera and Laser/Radar Detector, DVR, Bluetooth


	

	
This product is suitable for the market of automobile accessory. It can support GPS navigation, wireless laser/radar detector, camera for reversing car, Bluetooth hands-free communication, AV entertainment applications. It can also be matched with car DVD, audio. It is a perfect solution for automotive electronics.

Features:

	GPS navigation: 4.3'' support maps on Windows CE 6.0
	Rear view mirror: wide-angle view, double curvature, Blue Coating avoid dazzle
	Wireless laser/radar detector (optional)

	High sensitive radar receiver with latest VCO technology provides full band detection. Such as X band, K band, Ka band, Ku band and laser.
	Voice alert is adjustable on 4 levels of volume: loud, medium, quiet and mute.
	City/Highway mode switch to eliminate false alert by auto-door controller etc.



	Camera for reversing car (optional)

	Received frequency: 2.4GHZ,
	Photosensitive components 1/4'' color CMOS,
	Pixel: 628 X 582, resolution of 380 TV lines,
	The illumination: 3 Lux (infrared light at 0 Lux),
	Lens 2.8mm,
	Standard PAL/NTSC,
	RCA video output interfaces,
	Angle 170 degrees,
	0-5 meters night vision distance,
	With the line of distance,
	Waterproof



	Bluetooth for hand-free communication, CSR Bluetooth provides for data and voice communications
	Operating Frequency Band 2.4 GHz -2.48 GHz unlicensed ISM band
	Bluetooth Specification v2.0



	Digital video record (DVR) (optional): support D1/VGA/QVGA video record, audio record, support up to 32GB TF
	FM Transmitting: from 87 to 108 MHz, < 10 meters
	Music, audio Format: WAV, MP3, WMA
	Movie, video Format: AVI, MP4, MPG, WMV, 3GP
	Picture view, photo Format: JPG, GIF, BMP, PNG
	E-book, text Format: TXT, PDF
	Game


Specifications:

	Operating System: Win CE 6.0
	O/S Language: English, German, French, Portuguese, Italian, Spanish, Dutch, Korean, Japanese, Arabic, Chinese, etc.
	CPU: ARM 9, 533 MHz
	SDRAM: 128 MB
	NAND flash: 128 MB
	GPS Receiver
	High sensitivity GPS solution,
	Acquisitions Channels: 66,
	Tracking Channels: 22,
	Tracking Sensitivity: -161 dB,
	Acquisition Sensitivity: -148 dB,
	Cold Start (Open Sky): 29 seconds,
	Cold Start (Average): 45 seconds,
	Hot Start: 2 seconds,
	Internal Antenna: Embedded type, Patch Active Antenna (25 mm x 25 mm)



	Display: 4.3'' color TFT, 64K colors
	Supply DC Voltage: 12V (or 24V), 1 A
	Input/Output:
	Touch Panel: Resistive type touch panel
	Speaker: 1.5 W
	SD/MMC Card Slot capacity up to 16 GB
	USB: Mini 5 Pin, Type B, connect to radar detector





[image: 4.3'' Car Rearview Mirror GPS with wireless Camera and Laser/Radar  Detector, DVR, Bluetooth]
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	[image: Whistler XTR-560]	Whistler XTR-560


	

	
Customizable Display, Alerts with POP Detection and Intelli-CordTM ready!

	Programable LCD Text with Blue Backlit Display
	Programable Alert Tones
	User Changeable Trim Rings - Blue and Pink
	Intelli-Cord Ready - Program which features Intelli-Cord controls
	POPTM Mode Detection
	Easy-to-Understand Real VoiceTM
	Selectable Bands
	External Audio Jack
	Stay AlertTM
	Total Band ProtectionTM Plus Ku
	3 City Modes
	Dim/Dark Modes
	Tutorial Mode
	Includes Whistler Standard Feature


Specifications

	Size = 5.3125" x 3.125" x 1.375"
	Weight = 6.8 oz
	Insert 1 Color = Black
	Insert 2 Color = Silver
	Power = 12 Volts
	Acc = Power Cord
	Acc = Windshield Mount
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	[image: U480 Universal LCD Car Diagnostic Tool OBD2 Scanner Error Code Reader (CAN - BUS, ISO, PWM, VPWM, KWP2000)]	U480 Universal LCD Car Diagnostic Tool OBD2 Scanner Error Code Reader (CAN - BUS, ISO, PWM, VPWM, KWP2000)


	

	
With U480 error code reader, you may quickly find out trouble causes (troubleshooter) of electronically controlled systems on your car, by simply connecting U480 with the 16 PIN diagnostic socket, via reading the trouble code (DTC) shown on U480, identifying, locating and checking out trouble causes with attached user's manual.

Works with all 1996 and newer cars & trucks that are OBD II compliant (including CAN protocol). Reads and clears generic and manufacturer specific Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) and turns off check engine light Supports multiple trouble code requests: generic codes, pending codes and manufacturer's specific codes.

This U480 OBD2 reader is designed to read and erasing trouble codes on vehicles with an OBD2 socket produced 1996 and up. Connects to vehicles OBD port under the dash. Please note it only works with check engine related lights. It will not reset air bag lights or lights related to service intervals. U480 also readers CANBUS equipped cars.

What is OBD2 also known as OBDII?

OBDII stands for On-Board Diagnostics, II generation. It is a set of documents issued by SAE and ISO, which describe the interchange of digital information between on-board emission-related Electronic Control Units (ECUs) of road vehicles and an OBD-II scan tool. OBD-II also commonly refers to the physical on-board diagnostic system of a vehicle, which consists of an ECU (or multiple ECUs), Malfunction Indicator Light (MIL), Diagnostic Link Connector (DLC), and the wiring that connect the different elements.

How do I know if this product works with my car?

	1996 or newer cars sold in USA
	2001 or newer model year gasoline vehicle sold in the European Union
	Commission Directive 70/220/EEC (Annex I)
	Vehicles with positive-ignition engines
	with effect from 1 January 2000 for new types and from 1 January 2001 for all types, vehicles of category M1, except vehicles the maximum mass of which exceeds 2500 kg, and vehicles of category N1 class I, must be fitted with an on-board diagnostic (OBD) system for emission control in accordance with Annex XI. [...]
	Note that here "European Union" means countries which were members of the EU in 2000.



	2004 or newer model year diesel vehicle sold in the European Union
	Commission Directive 70/220/EEC (Annex I)
	Vehicles with compression-ignition engines
	Vehicles of category M1, except
	vehicles designed to carry more than six occupants including the driver,
	vehicles whose maximum mass exceeds 2500 kg,



	from 1 January 2003 for new types and from 1 January 2004 for all types, must be fitted with an on-board diagnostic (OBD) system for emission control in accordance with Annex XI.
	Note that here "European Union" means countries which were members of the EU in 2003.



	Other vehicles


Features:

	Most 1996 and newer cars & trucks that are OBD II / EOBD compliant including CAN, VPW, PWM, ISO and KWP2000 protocols
	Reads and clears generic and manufacturer specific Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) and turns off check engine light
	Supports multiple trouble code requests: generic codes, pending codes and manufacturer's specific codes
	Retrieves VIN (Vehicle Identification No.) on 2002 and newer vehicles that support Mode 9
	Highly reliable and accurate
	Easy-to-read crystal-clear backlit 2-line LCD display
	Easy to use with one plug-in
	Stand-alone unit with no need for an additional laptop computer to operate
	Small in size and conveniently fits in your palm Performs continuous DTC scan
	Safely communicates with the on-board computer
	No batteries needed-powered via detachable OBD II cable



Specifications:

	Display: 2 line LCD
	Socket: 16-pin OBDII Standard Socket
	Voltage: DC 10 ~ 14 V
	Dimensions: 30 × 17 × 6 cm
	Temperature: -4 °C (-20 °C) ~ 122 °C (50 °C)
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